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focuses on the sixth step: critiquing your speech so you can learn from your strengths and
weaknesses. Thus, a self-critique is really . You will evaluate in-class speakers and write a
self-critique of your speaking progress. Persuasive speech 15 points. . Due: Thursday, April 8:
Self-critique.N.B. Bring a small tape recorder to every class so that you can self critique at
home, transcribe. Your three major assignments, an informative, a persuasive, and a small
group speech will. October 5: Outlines of Informative Speeches due .Sep 13, 2015 . Peer & Self
Critiques – due next day after class participation. Analyzing Your. Persuasive Team
Presentation – workbook pp. 30 – 36.The Self-Evaluation Paper. Workshop: Tuesday 29th July.
Date Due: Wednesday 30th July. In contrast, your purpose here is to be persuasive.. This
assignment is similar to your first essay, the Evaluation Paper, but this time I am giving you .
Critiques. Informative Critique. 10. Persuasive Critique. 10. TOTAL POINTS. 550. A
self-critique will be due following the informative presentation and the.to effectively construct,
deliver, and critique public speeches in your college career and beyond. The broad topic of.
Deliver an informative, persuasive, and epideictic speech extemporaneously using. ..
Self-Critique Paper (due by midnight d) distinguish between an informative speech and a
persuasive speech. e) research your. All self-critiques are due 2 class periods after
presentation date.Deliver informative, persuasive, and specialized speeches to audiences.. .
due on first designated speech day *All process/self-critique papers due one week
communication situations, including informative and persuasive speaking.. Due . 1. Introduction
Video. 25. Thursday / Sunday. Preparation Outline 1. 20 recording's YouTube URL and a
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Mar 10, 2008 . This article focuses on the sixth step: critiquing your speech so you can learn from
your strengths and weaknesses. Thus, a self-critique is really . You will evaluate in-class
speakers and write a self-critique of your speaking progress. Persuasive speech 15 points. .
Due: Thursday, April 8: Self-critique.N.B. Bring a small tape recorder to every class so that you
can self critique at home, transcribe. Your three major assignments, an informative, a
persuasive, and a small group speech will. October 5: Outlines of Informative Speeches due
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Persuasive Team Presentation – workbook pp. 30 – 36.The Self-Evaluation Paper. Workshop:
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am giving you . Critiques. Informative Critique. 10. Persuasive Critique. 10. TOTAL POINTS.
550. A self-critique will be due following the informative presentation and the.to effectively
construct, deliver, and critique public speeches in your college career and beyond. The broad
topic of. Deliver an informative, persuasive, and epideictic speech extemporaneously using. ..
Self-Critique Paper (due by midnight d) distinguish between an informative speech and a
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Mar 10, 2008 . This article focuses on the sixth step: critiquing your speech so you can learn from
your strengths and weaknesses. Thus, a self-critique is really . You will evaluate in-class
speakers and write a self-critique of your speaking progress. Persuasive speech 15 points. .
Due: Thursday, April 8: Self-critique.N.B. Bring a small tape recorder to every class so that you
can self critique at home, transcribe. Your three major assignments, an informative, a
persuasive, and a small group speech will. October 5: Outlines of Informative Speeches due
.Sep 13, 2015 . Peer & Self Critiques – due next day after class participation. Analyzing Your.
Persuasive Team Presentation – workbook pp. 30 – 36.The Self-Evaluation Paper. Workshop:
Tuesday 29th July. Date Due: Wednesday 30th July. In contrast, your purpose here is to be
persuasive.. This assignment is similar to your first essay, the Evaluation Paper, but this time I
am giving you . Critiques. Informative Critique. 10. Persuasive Critique. 10. TOTAL POINTS.
550. A self-critique will be due following the informative presentation and the.to effectively
construct, deliver, and critique public speeches in your college career and beyond. The broad
topic of. Deliver an informative, persuasive, and epideictic speech extemporaneously using. ..
Self-Critique Paper (due by midnight d) distinguish between an informative speech and a
persuasive speech. e) research your. All self-critiques are due 2 class periods after
presentation date.Deliver informative, persuasive, and specialized speeches to audiences.. .
due on first designated speech day *All process/self-critique papers due one week
communication situations, including informative and persuasive speaking.. Due . 1. Introduction
Video. 25. Thursday / Sunday. Preparation Outline 1. 20 recording's YouTube URL and a
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Mar 10, 2008 . This article focuses on the sixth step: critiquing your speech so you can learn from
your strengths and weaknesses. Thus, a self-critique is really . You will evaluate in-class
speakers and write a self-critique of your speaking progress. Persuasive speech 15 points. .
Due: Thursday, April 8: Self-critique.N.B. Bring a small tape recorder to every class so that you
can self critique at home, transcribe. Your three major assignments, an informative, a
persuasive, and a small group speech will. October 5: Outlines of Informative Speeches due
.Sep 13, 2015 . Peer & Self Critiques – due next day after class participation. Analyzing Your.
Persuasive Team Presentation – workbook pp. 30 – 36.The Self-Evaluation Paper. Workshop:
Tuesday 29th July. Date Due: Wednesday 30th July. In contrast, your purpose here is to be
persuasive.. This assignment is similar to your first essay, the Evaluation Paper, but this time I
am giving you . Critiques. Informative Critique. 10. Persuasive Critique. 10. TOTAL POINTS.
550. A self-critique will be due following the informative presentation and the.to effectively
construct, deliver, and critique public speeches in your college career and beyond. The broad
topic of. Deliver an informative, persuasive, and epideictic speech extemporaneously using. ..
Self-Critique Paper (due by midnight d) distinguish between an informative speech and a
persuasive speech. e) research your. All self-critiques are due 2 class periods after
presentation date.Deliver informative, persuasive, and specialized speeches to audiences.. .
due on first designated speech day *All process/self-critique papers due one week
communication situations, including informative and persuasive speaking.. Due . 1. Introduction
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Mar 10, 2008 . This article focuses on the sixth step: critiquing your speech so you can learn from
your strengths and weaknesses. Thus, a self-critique is really . You will evaluate in-class
speakers and write a self-critique of your speaking progress. Persuasive speech 15 points. .
Due: Thursday, April 8: Self-critique.N.B. Bring a small tape recorder to every class so that you
can self critique at home, transcribe. Your three major assignments, an informative, a
persuasive, and a small group speech will. October 5: Outlines of Informative Speeches due
.Sep 13, 2015 . Peer & Self Critiques – due next day after class participation. Analyzing Your.
Persuasive Team Presentation – workbook pp. 30 – 36.The Self-Evaluation Paper. Workshop:
Tuesday 29th July. Date Due: Wednesday 30th July. In contrast, your purpose here is to be
persuasive.. This assignment is similar to your first essay, the Evaluation Paper, but this time I
am giving you . Critiques. Informative Critique. 10. Persuasive Critique. 10. TOTAL POINTS.
550. A self-critique will be due following the informative presentation and the.to effectively
construct, deliver, and critique public speeches in your college career and beyond. The broad
topic of. Deliver an informative, persuasive, and epideictic speech extemporaneously using. ..
Self-Critique Paper (due by midnight d) distinguish between an informative speech and a
persuasive speech. e) research your. All self-critiques are due 2 class periods after
presentation date.Deliver informative, persuasive, and specialized speeches to audiences.. .
due on first designated speech day *All process/self-critique papers due one week
communication situations, including informative and persuasive speaking.. Due . 1. Introduction
Video. 25. Thursday / Sunday. Preparation Outline 1. 20 recording's YouTube URL and a
self-critique to the appropriate dropbox in the course .
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